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Abstract
Network information identification is a “hot” topic currently. This paper designs a self-learning 
system using neural network algorithm for identifying the harmful network messages of both Chinese 
and English languages. The system segments the message into words and creates key word vector 
which characterizes the harmful network information. The BP algorithm is taken advantage of to 
train the neural network. The result of training and studying of the neural network can be applied 
onto many network applications based on message identification. The result of experiments 
demonstrates that our system has a high degree of accuracy. 
1. Introduction
Huge amount of messages traverse across the Internet every day. Among them there are plenty of 
pornographic and violent information, which are harmful to network users especially to teenagers and 
adolescents [2,9]. Currently many countries are devoted to developing effective approaches to 
protecting themselves from the intrusion of such information [5,6]. Thus how to discriminate harmful 
messages from the normal Internet traffic has become a significant and urgent problem [7]. 
This paper introduces the self-learning system for identifying harmful network information 
developed by us. This system is developed for analysing Chinese and English network messages [11]. 
It first segments each sentence in the message into individual words. This procedure is mainly for the 
analysis of Chinese messages. The segmentation for English messages is quite simple because words 
in one sentence in English are separated by spaces. But there is no space separating words in the 
sentence in Chinese. So a dedicated process is needed to extract all the individual words from the 
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sentences of Chinese messages so that further analysis can be done basing on these words. After 
getting all the individual words, key words will be chosen from them according to their relevance to 
harmful messages and normal messages. Then these key words are put into the input layer of a neural 
network. BP algorithm is used to train the neural network [3]. The corpus for training neural network 
is got from the long observation of Internet traffic. The network messages recorded have been marked 
as harmful or normal manually. The corpus is very large so as to enough features can be learned by the 
neural network. The parameters of the neural network will be produced from the training process and 
be applied into the analysis of the incoming network messages. And the neural network will be 
continually updated to adapt to the newly emerged harmful Internet messages. The parameters of the 
neural network will be constantly adjusted to reflect the latest variation of the harmful messages. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives the introduction. Section 2 introduces the principle 
of system design and discusses the neural network algorithm for identify harmful messages. The 
segmentation for the Chinese words is discussed in section 3. Section 4 describes the key words used 
to characterize the harmful messages. Section 5 discusses the training of the neural network using BP 
algorithm. Experiment result is given in section 6. And section 7 concludes the paper. 
2. The Principle of System Design 
Figure 1 shows the design of the system. It accepts harmful and normal messages and regards them as 
the positive examples and negative examples separately. These messages are segmented into 
individual words. Each message is transformed to a file containing all the individual words in this 
message. Then we find out some key words which is the most significant to the harmful messages and 
the least significant to the normal messages. These key words form the keyword vector. The keyword 
vector will be put into the input layer of the neural network. When training the neural network, we 
calculate the value of keyword vector for each example and feed the value into the neural network. 
The value of keyword vector is calculated as the number of occurrence of each key word in the 
message. The neural network will generate an output indicating if this message is harmful. The 
correctness of judgement will be fed back to the neural network. The training process is repeated until 
the required precision is reached. The outcome from the training process is the neural network 
parameters. These parameters will be used by another neural network to identify the new network 
messages. This neural network will give the judgement of whether the incoming network messages 
are harmful or not. And this neural network keeps the updated parameters got from the neural 
network which is constantly trained in the background. There is a loop between the training for neural 
network in the background and identifying harmful messages by neural network in the foreground. 
This means the training is continuous with more network messages analysed by the neural network. 
Thus our analysis engine will keep updated with the latest network messages. 
The process for identifying harmful messages using the trained neural network is shown in Figure 2.
For one network message, it is segmented into words and a word file is generated. Then the 
occurrence number of each key word in the keyword vector is calculated by searching the key words 
in the word file. The value of the keyword vector for this message will be fed into the neural network. 
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It produces an output indicating if this message is harmful or not according to the parameters got from 
the training process. In sum, a neural network approach is proposed in this paper to identify the 
harmful network messages. The self-learning ability of this approach will make it updated with the 
latest variation of harmful messages. 
Harmful and normal messages 
Partit ioning the messages into words 
Key words analysis  
Word files 
Keyword vector 
Neural network train ing  
Neural network parameters 
Identifying harmfu l messages by NN  
Figure 1 Principle of System Design 
A network message 
Partit ioning the message into words 
Calculating the occurance number of 
each key word in the keyword vector  
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Keyword 
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Judging if this message is harmfu l by 
neural network 
Value of keyword vector 
Parameter 
of NN 
Result of judging if th is message is harmful 
Figure 2 Process for identifying harmful messages 
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3. Segmentation 
We adopt the maximum matching segment algorithm which is based on two Chinese characters 
[1,12,13]. This algorithm has a high level of precision and low time and space complexity. We present 
some basics of segment in the following: 
1) One-Chinese-character word and two-Chinese-character word are major part of Modern Chinese 
words, over 80%.  
2) The total amount of Chinese words is so large that a whole corpus of generally used words cannot 
be obtained. However, the frequently used words are stable and the use of them is comparatively 
concentrated.  
3) Ambiguous segmentation of words is inevitable in automatic text segmentation, but fortunately, 
ambiguity occurred in segmentation is below 1%, and it is very hard to divide ambiguous words 
through segmentation while many ambiguous problems can be solved through context. 
4) Short words can constitute a long word, the meaning of which is likely to be the combination of the 
meanings of the short words, or to be totally different from the meanings of the short words.  
5) A long word can be composed of many short words, but there are different ways to divide the long 
word. Sometimes, the meaning of the long word is the combination of meanings of short words 
divided in one way; while divided in other ways, the meaning of the long word has nothing to do 
with meaning of short words. 
6) The most frequently used methods of segmentation are Maximum Matching Segmentation and 
Reverse Maximum Matching Segmentation. Both methods presume that the longest word is 
composed of MAX Chinese characters, and every time MAX characters is read in, a computer 
will look into the dictionary for the word constituted by these characters, if the word is in the 
dictionary, then the computer mark it as one word, and the pointer moves forward MAX 
characters, if not, the computer will drop the last character, reading in “MAX minus one” 
characters and look into the dictionary for it, if yes, the computer will mark it as a word, if no, the 
computer will read in “MAX minus two” characters and do the same till the computer find the 
matching characters and mark it as a word. The difference between these two methods is that 
Maximum Matching Segmentation processes characters from right to left, while Reverse 
Maximum Matching Segmentation processes characters from left to right. Both methods take the 
same amount of time processing characters, and because 87% of words in modern Chinese are 
one-character words and two-character words, generally both methods will have “MAX minus 
two” or “MAX minus one” times matching processes, thus the degree of processing complexity is 
high.
7) Mistakes often occurred in segmentation: 
a. Missing of segment: the computer fails to recognize words from a text, caused by the lack of 
information in the dictionary. The missing segments are mainly names of people and places, and 
specialized terms. 
b. Erroneous segmentation: there are two types of erroneous segmentation. One is overlapping 
segmentation, which is that the hind part of a word happens to be the fore part of the word next to 
it. This occupies about 1% of segmentation mistakes and is the main part of it. The other type of 
mistake is caused by a text which can be divided in different ways thus having different meanings. 
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The erroneous segmentation has a lot to do with the text, so it is accidental and very scarce.  
According to the rules of dictionary and lexicon, segmentation system will divide a text into words 
that have clear meanings, and regarding each word as a unit of indexing, which is a word with an 
exact meaning, thus to obtain the most exact meaning of the text theoretically. It should be noted 
that the aim of segmentation in information processing and recognition is to improve the exactness 
and speed of recognition, and to reduce storage space in computer systems. It is different from 
segmentation in natural language understanding, for example, missing of segment and erroneous 
segmentation will greatly affect the understanding of natural language, while in information 
recognition some of missing segments can be overlooked, and different ways of dividing a text can 
be listed in the index. 
Figure 3 Process for segmentation and index 
Initializing the dictionary; 
Reading in the dictionary, lists of covering lexicon and lists of overlapping lexicon; 
Building up index; 
Reading in string of Chinese characters that will be indexed: C0C1C2C3...Cn-1;
for ( i = 1; i < n; ) 
    {  
if  Ci-1Ci is in the lists of two-character words  
    switch Ci-1Ci 
{
case: two-character word 
    add Ci-1Ci to index; 
    i += 2;  //move to the next word 
    break; 
   case: not two-character word but the beginning of a multi-character word 
    reading in MAX characters; 
match the string of MAX characters with the covering lexicon list which is 
pointed by two-character-word list , looking for the word that has the most 
characters, presuming the length of the found word is len;
    if (matched) 
     then  
add this multi-character word to index; 
i = i + len; 
     else //not a word, start matching from next character 
add Ci-1into index; i++; 
    break; 
   case: two-character word and also the beginning part of multi-character word 
    Reading in MAX characters; 
match the string of MAX characters with the covering lexicon list which is 
pointed by two-character-word list , looking for the word that has the most 
characters, presuming the length of the found word is len;
    if (matched) 
     then  
add this multi-character word to index; 
i = i + len; 
     else //not a word, start matching from next character  
add Ci-1into index; i++; 
   } 
   else 
    add Ci-1into index; i++; 
    } 
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From the perspective of improving the efficiency of segmentation, we observe that we only have to 
presume that each word is two-character word, and compare it with the information in the dictionary. 
If the two characters are the beginning part of a word that is composed of more than two characters, 
we just let the computer read in MAX characters, and check the characters in the dictionary. 
Matched or not, we can decide whether it is a two-character word or a word that is composed of 
more than two characters. In this way, we can greatly reduce the times of matching. To achieve this, 
we need to do something to the dictionary to get lists of two-character words which includes all 
two-character words and words that start with all-two-character words, lists of multi-character 
words, lists of covering lexicons and lists of overlapping lexicons. Based on the above analysis, 
segmentation and index method is presented in Figure 3.
4. Analysis of key words 
Positive examples and negative examples are transformed into word files after the segmentation. 
Each word in the positive word files derived from positive examples, is assigned a weight, which can 
calculated by the following formula:  
)1/(  ufnhfnW
In this formula, hfn is the number of positive examples which contain one word, and ufn is the number 
of negative examples which contain this word. The bigger the value of W is, the more is the number of 
positive examples containing this word and the less is the number of negative examples containing 
this word. The words with bigger value of W appear in the harmful messages more frequently than the 
words with smaller values of W, and appear less frequently than the words with smaller values of W in 
the normal messages. The words with highest value of W represent the most dominant features in the 
harmful messages which can almost not be found in the normal message. So these words indicate the 
biggest difference between harmful messages and normal messages. Hence we take advantage of the 
words with the biggest values of W to analyse the network messages to get their profiles. Here, we do 
not take into account how many times one word appears in a single word file in order to avoid the 
situation that some word gets a big value of W because of its frequent occurrence in a single word file. 
Only when there are plenty of word files containing one word can this word’s significance be 
demonstrated.  
The words with the biggest values of W are selected from all the words. They form a keyword vector 
which represents the characteristic of the positive messages. The length of the keyword vector is an 
experiential value. The bigger the length is, the more information can we get from the network 
messages, and the more accuracy can we achieve. But more processing time is needed. For some real 
network information applications such as network information monitoring and blocking, the time 
delay in analysis will result in the failure of the following actions such as blocking the messages from 
entering the protect networks. But if the length of the keyword vector is too short, the accuracy will 
decline. So there will be a trade-off between the accuracy and time. The length in our work is set to be 
20.
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5. BP Neural Network 
We design a three layer feed-forward neural network including input layer, middle layer and output 
layer. Input layer consists of 20 neurons and a bias neuron. The number of neurons in the middle layer 
is determined by the experiment, which will be introduced in the next section. There is one neuron in 
the output layer. The output from the output neuron will be 1 for the harmful message, 0 for the 
normal message. The process for training neural network is shown in Figure 4. The error of the 
network is calculated by dividing the number of positive and negative word files judged correctly by 
the number of all positive and negative word files. There is a maximal number of iteration for the 
training process set in advance to stop the training when the BP algorithm does not converge [4]. In 
this case, the parameters of the neural network will remain unchanged.  
start 
Calculate the keyword vector and put it 
into the input layer of NN 
Set the parameters of the neural 
network to be minor random number 
i = 0 
Calculate the value of keyword vector for each 
positive word file and negative word file and put 
them into the input layer of NN. And neural 
network generates an output for each input 
Calculate the error of the current NN  
Error < 
Threshhold ?
Yes 
i < Max? 
No 
No 
End 
Yes 
i = i + 1 
End 
Figure 4 Flow chart for training neural network 
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The parameters got from the training will be used by the neural network for analyzing the new 
network message on a regular basis. The training process is run in the background. The neural 
network for analyzing the new network messages will normally be integrated with network 
applications such as network monitoring and blocking system and act as an analysis engine. 
According to the judging result provided by the neural network, the network applications will take 
corresponding actions. So this neural network works in the foreground and keeps consistent with the 
neural network in the background so as to have the latest knowledge on the network messages. 
6. Experiment results 
The experiment on testing the performance of our self-learning system is conducted according to the 
different number of neurons in the middle layer of the neural network, different training set and 
different initial values of parameters. We select 16 files randomly from 208 files, which are got from 
the observation of the Internet traffic including web pages, emails and so on, to from a testing set. The 
remaining files in these 208 files form a training set. There are 13 experiments (208/16) to be 
conducted. The flow chart of the experiments is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 Flow chart of the experiments for testing the self-learning system 
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Figure 6 Performance curves of neural network trained under different situations 
Fix the number of neurons in the middle layer of the neural network 1,3,5,10,20  
 Fix the training set (13 training sets all together) 
  Fix the initial values of parameters of the neural network (10 all together) 
   Train neural network, test neural network and record the result 
  Change the initial values of parameters and calculate the average value 
 Change the training set, calculate the average value and get one performance curve 
Change the number of neurons in the middle layers and get 5 performance curves 
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Table 1 average performance and standard warp for training sets and testing set 
Training sets Testing sets Perf.
No. of 
Hidden Neurons 
Average 
performance 
Standard 
warp 
Average 
performance 
Standard 
warp 
1 86.2% 1.6% 77.1% 4.3% 
3 96.5% 0.9% 81.9% 3.8% 
5 98.6% 0.3% 91.5% 2.4% 
10 98.7% 0.3% 91.6% 2.3% 
20 98.8% 0.3% 91.6% 2.4% 
Figure 6 shows the performance of the neural network under different number of neurons in the middle 
layer (hidden neurons). It represents the average performance from 13 randomly selected training set. 
And the result for each training set is the average value of results got from 10 sets of random initial 
parameters. Each training contains 300 iterations. The standard warp is obtained by comparing the 
results from the training sets and the expected result. We will also use testing sets for further testing 
our proposed neural network. The average performance and standard warp for training sets and 
testing set are given in Table 1which shows high accuracy of identifying harmful messages has been 
achieved by our system. 
According to the experimental results, we have the following conclusions: 
(1) With the increase of the number of hidden neurons, the average performance of our proposed 
neural network also increases. But the increase is not obvious after the number of hidden neurons 
exceeds 5. 
(2) There is a remarkable decrease for standard warp when the number of hidden neurons increases 
from 1 to 5. But the decrease is not obvious when the number increases further. The warp is mainly 
caused by the selection of the training set and testing set. 
(3) Because there is no obvious performance increase after the number of hidden neurons exceeds 5 
and the increase of the number of the hidden neurons will greatly increase the computing time, the 
number of the hidden neurons in our system will be set as 5. 
7. Conclusion 
The proposed self-learning system for identifying harmful network information can identify not only 
the harmful information but the other information including business, health, education etc. This 
system can be applied to many network applications such as network information monitoring and 
blocking, network information searching and so on [8,10,13]. Our system has high accuracy and low 
computing complexity, and can meet the real-time demand under large network traffic. 
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